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Qualitative Business Decision MakingStephen Slade, Ravi Arunkundram, Michael Fish, and Raghav MadhavanInformation Systems DepartmentStern School of Business, New York University44 West 4th Street, New York, NY 10012-1126sslade@stern.nyu.eduAbstractWe are developing arti�cial intelligence pro-grams that model qualitative business decisionmaking, using both goal-based and case-based rea-soning. In this paper, we describe current workin three related areas: normative business goalsand beliefs, qualitative business calculus, and be-lief representation.OverviewWe are developing arti�cial intelligence programs thatincorporate goal-based reasoning (GBR) and case-based reasoning (CBR) to simulate decision makingin a variety of business domains. In this paper, weprovide describe three current projects.A description of past work is found in [Slade, 1992b;Slade, 1994]. Speci�c aspects of our research includethe following.� Qualitative reasoning [Slade, 1991e].� Interpersonal relationships [Slade, 1990].� Case-based reasoning [Slade, 1991a; Slade, 1991b].� Decision strategies [Slade, 1991d].� Natural language generation [Slade, 1991c].� Explanation of decisions [Slade, 1992a].� Securities analysis [Madhavan, 1994].We incorporated these features into the VOTE pro-gram, which simulated the roll call voting decisionmaking of members of the United States House ofRepresentatives. Given a member of Congress and aspeci�c bill, VOTE would try to determine how thatmember would vote and then produce a natural lan-guage explanation of the resulting decision in Englishor French.We have begun to change domains from politics tobusiness. Our programs explicitly represent goals and

relationships. This requirement was proposed initiallyin our description of an advisory system.It is critical that the program examine a problemin the particular context of the present client. Theprogram has to know about the client's goals andneeds; what speci�c rami�cations each alternativemay have for the client; how the decision mighta�ect the client's employees, owners, competitors,customers, and suppliers; and what priorities theclient places on these possible e�ects. [Schank andSlade, 1984, page 251]In extending VOTE to business domains, we haveidenti�ed three key research areas.� Normative Business Goals and Beliefs. If we wantour programs to reason based on goals, we must �rstdevelop a vocabulary or taxonomy of those goals.Business decisions are predicated on a set of im-plicit goals and beliefs. A computer program mustrepresent this knowledge explicitly. Therefore, weneed an inventory of normative business goals andbeliefs. We have developed a case-based reasoningtool for cataloging this type of business knowledge.This program may also be used for case analysis andteaching.� Qualitative Business Calculus. Though business de-cisions rely on goals and beliefs, to a great extentsuch decisions are driven by numbers. Most existingbusiness decision models are quantitative, applyingrigorous analytical methods to numeric data. Wesuggest that qualitative methods can complementthe traditional quantitative methods, by providingboth an initial justi�cation for applying a quantita-tive analysis, and a meaningful interpretation of thequantitative results. We have developed a qualita-tive business calculus that begins to bridge the gapbetween numbers and decisions.



� Belief Representation: An Alternative to Truth. TheVOTE program used goals as the chief mediating el-ement in decisions. However, business decisions re-quire not only goals, but also knowledge of beliefs,which might be in conict with goals. Just becausean investor wants IBM shares to go up does not meanthat it will happen. Arti�cial intelligence techniquesfor representing belief include binary logical values,i.e., true or false, and fractional probability or cer-tainty factors. We propose another technique whichis complementary to our existing goal representa-tion, and in keeping with the qualitative nature ofour decision model.Below we present extended abstracts for each ofthese research e�orts.Normative Business Goals and BeliefsA fundamental precept of case-based reasoning is theuse of a rich vocabulary for indexing and retrievingrelevant cases. Goals are often the most useful indices.A typical business school case requires a student toread between the lines. For example, a case whichfocusses on a new order processing system will proba-bly not state that the company is interested in cuttingoverhead, improving productivity, reducing errors, ordecreasing the time required to process an order. Thesegoals are axiomatic in business and implicit in the case.In this paper we present a preliminary inventory ofnormative business goals, beliefs, and relationships. Anormative goal would be for a company to increasemarket share. A normative belief would be that lowtax rates are good. A normative relationship wouldbe for a company to adopt the goals of its customers.By explicitly representing this knowledge, we can de-velop a descriptive vocabulary for indexing businesscases which allows programs to reason about outcomesof business decisions.Rather than derive the goals and beliefs top-down,starting at a root goal, such as maximize profits,we have adopted a bottom-up process of looking atspeci�c cases. In deriving our inventory, we analyzedone week's worth of page 1 stories fromThe Wall StreetJournal, using the Case Explorer indexing and retrievalprogram.Case-Based Reasoning and Business CasesFor most of this century, leading business schools havebeen using the case method of teaching. The casemethod developed as a more realistic and practical al-ternative to lectures and textbooks. Case-based rea-soning developed as a psychologically more realisticalternative to rule-based systems.

The obvious point of comparison between the casemethod and case-based reasoning is that they each fo-cus on a real episode, rather than abstract principlesor rules. The case method is based on the idea thatstudents learn better from concrete cases than fromabstract principles. Case-based reasoning asserts thatlearning cases is more natural and compelling thanlearning rules, for both computers and people.The other major features of case method cases areconsistent with CBR systems: agent perspective, spe-ci�c problem, implicit goals, and the role of explana-tion. The real cases are more memorable and have aricher set of consequences and inferences than abstractprinciples or rules.Given the considerable overlap in the fundamentalnature of CBR and the case method, it seems naturalto apply case-based reasoning techniques to the casemethod.We can make business cases richer and more memo-rable by providing the student with tools for explor-ing a library of previous cases, making explicit theparadigm of case-based reasoning. We are developinga case-based reasoning tool, the Case Explorer, to beused by MBA students preparing business cases. Thistool also provides a convenient method for obtainingan initial inventory of normative business goals andbeliefs.Most case preparation focusses on a given businessproblem in isolation. That is, the case looks at com-pany X and its history with little regard to the choicesmade by other companies in similar situations.We are applying case-based reasoning to the casemethod by providing a case explorer tool that will serveas a repository of business cases with a rich set of in-dices. The student analyzing the problems of companyX could use the case explorer tool to �nd other compa-nies, perhaps in other industries, which faced similardecisions.The tool could help the student develop explicitcase-based reasoning skills. It would make it easierfor students to argue from cases, rather than sim-ply analyzing cases. Most case analysis is focusedon issues in a single case, not on making connectionswith issues from other cases. In the real world, de-cisions often hinge on the degree to which one can�nd the best precedent or previous case on which tobase a new decision. This is a fundamental premise ofcase-based reasoning [Simpson, 1985; Hammond, 1986;Slade, 1991a].The Case ExplorerThe Case Explorer was �rst developed in HyperCardfor the Apple Macintosh, and subsequently ported to



ToolBook for Windows. Our current work uses theToolBook version. The Case Explorer is organized into�ve interrelated databases:� Case. A case is a business episode. It may be aHarvard Business School case, or simply an articleor capsule summary from a newspaper or magazine.Here is a sample case from The Wall Street Journal.Sega captured 63% of the most crucial segmentof the U.S. market for video-game players dur-ing the holiday season, as Nintendo's slide ac-celerated, falling to a 37% market share.� Issue. Issues are the normative business goals andbeliefs. All other things being equal, what does anexecutive want to achieve? A typical issue is In-crease market share. That issue would serve asa primary index for the Sega story above. In ad-dition, the issue Increase market share woulditself have an index to other justifying issues, suchas Generate additional income.Finally, other issues would justify themselves bypointing to Increase market share. These wouldinclude:{ Low cost producer - price leader{ Product differentiation{ Product quality{ Reduce cycle time{ Global markets{ Business growth{ Improve marketing effort{ Offer a new product or service{ Respond to competitor{ Advertise productsEach of these goals might be explained in terms ofincreased market share.� Relation. In VOTE, relations served as a mechanismfor goal adoption. That is, an agent who had a posi-tive relationship with another agent would adopt thegoals of the other agent. A pro-labor Congressmanwould adopt labor's issues. In business, there aregeneric relations, such as customer, employer, andcompetitor, as well as speci�c relations, such as be-tween Sega and Nintendo. We may reason that whileSega and Nintendo will compete against each other,they might very well cooperate in establishing volun-tary standards for video games to limit governmentregulation of the industry.The Case Explorer contains generic relations, suchas customer, which can contain indices to speci�c

issues, such as Simplify customer order plac-ing and Provide status information to cus-tomers.� Industry. The Case Explorer Industry database re-ects a hierarchy or network of indices. Speci�c com-panies would have links to their related industries.For example, Sega would be linked to the videogame industry which in turn is linked to consumerelectronics, and so forth. Each of these entrieswould have associated issues or cases or relations ortechnologies.� Technology. One initial application of Case Explorerwas for information technology cases. For thesecases, particular technologies, such as local area net-works or client-server applications, were salient fea-tures. Moreover, many technologies could be jus-ti�ed in terms of speci�c business issues, such asreducing costs, reducing cycle time, reduceprocess response time, or increase produc-tivity.Two exhibits are attached. Exhibit 1 depicts a Tool-Book screen from the Case Explorer Issue database,showing the page for the issue Increase marketshare with its associated features. The Issue andFeatures menus provide the user access to the mainsystem commands. The tabs at the bottom providelinks to the other databases. Exhibit 2 is a screen im-age from Case Explorer's on-line help system, whichuses the standard Windows Help program WINHELP.Initial ResultsWe have begun testing the Case Explorer with MBAstudents, and will make it available for other re-searchers as well. We have analyzed one week's worthof page one business stories fromThe Wall Street Jour-nal (WSJ) and developed an initial set of indices.IssuesOur preliminary analysis indicates that the WSJ sto-ries seem to present a higher level of issue from thosefound in traditional business school cases.There appears to be a spectrum of concerns fromthe macroeconomic (Impose trade sanctions, De-flate dollar, Reduce discount rate) to the mi-croeconomic (Form strategic alliance, Renego-tiate debt, Control benefit expenses).We also observe opposite goals (Increase dividendand Decrease dividend), which is consistent withour experience in VOTE. There we observed that mem-bers of Congress often had inconsistent sets of goals.On average, a member of Congress had ten conicting



stances. We expect to discover similar inconsistenciesin the business world.A fundamental assumption underlying our work isthat business decision-making is a goal-driven process.In other words, managers evaluate and justify variouscourses of action on the basis of how well these alterna-tives align with the manager's goals. Thus, goals (i.e.,issues) provide a critical index for business cases. Ourassumption appears to be at least partially validatedby the fact that we found numerous explicit referencesto goals in the WSJ articles.Proper analysis and justi�cation of business deci-sions requires not only that business issues be iden-ti�ed, but also that the instrumental relationships be-tween goals be de�ned. In [Slade et al., 1993], we de-veloped a goal chain for use in evaluating decisionsto invest in information technology (IT). This goalchain is patterned after the chain of causality whichPorter [Porter, 1985] developed to explain the sequenceof conditions and events that leads to a �rm's �nan-cial success. Each link in the goal chain depicts howone goal is believed to be instrumental to achievinganother. For example, managers may believe that aninvestment in o�ce automation software will reducepaperwork, which provides a means of increasing pro-ductivity, which leads to reduced costs, and so on. Bynavigating through the goal chain, the speci�c conse-quences of an IT investment can be assessed within thecontext of a �rm's overall set of business goals.We found this taxonomic structure to be useful inindexing the WSJ articles as well. Thus, we integratedthe 25 new issues discovered from an analysis of theWSJ articles into the chain of 130 issues that we hadpreviously identi�ed. For illustrative purposes, a por-tion of the goal chain is shown in Figure 1. A WSJarticle on 3/10/94 indicated that \some of the biggestU.S. companies are joining forces in a well-�nancedpush for new legislation to curb jury awards and dis-courage frivolous lawsuits." This is hardly a surprisingmove considering that seven lawsuits made the frontpage of the WSJ in the one week we investigated, withtwo of those lawsuits involving multi-billion dollar set-tlements. The decision to form a lawsuit lobby is shownat the bottom of Figure 1. The explicit goal of the cor-porations involved in this lobby is to limit their legalliabilities. Limiting legal liabilities is one means that�rm's have to reduce their costs (a few others are alsoshown in Figure 1). Reducing costs is one of two waysin which �rms can improve their �nancial position vis-a-vis rivals (successfully di�erentiating their productsor services is the other way). An attractive relativeposition within an industry manifests itself in termsof higher pro�tability. Increased pro�tability, in turn,

Form LawsuitLobbyLimit LegalLiabilities IncreaseProductivity ReduceOverheadReduce Costs Di�erentiateProductRelative PositionWithin Industry Attractiveness ofIndustry StructurePro�tabilityShareholderValue
Figure 1: Goal Chain for Business Decisionsleads to increased shareholder value (i.e., higher stockprice or increased dividends).IndustryBoth the analysis of the WSJ articles and the class ex-ercise with MBA students revealed the importance ofindexing cases by the companies involved, as well asmapping companies to industries. We found that com-panies in the same or similar industries are subjectto similar competitive, technological, and regulatoryconditions. Thus, cases involving these companies arelikely to provide pertinent remindings for each other.For example, one of the problems in the class exercisecalled for the MBA students to consider the case ofthe planned joint cable venture between SouthwesternBell and Cox Enterprises. When the students indexedthis case by the cable industry, the remindings mech-anism found the earlier case of Bell Atlantic's plannedacquisition of TCI. The cases were similar in that bothdeals were jeopardized by the FCC's recent decision toreduce cable rates, which reduced the attractiveness ofinvesting in the cable industry.We chose to use the Standard Industrial Classi�-cation scheme as the primary mapping of companiesto industries. This scheme essentially maps compa-



TelecommunicationsService Provider(SIC 4810)Transportation andPublic Utilities(SIC 4000) TelecommunicationsIndustry(New classi�cation) TelecommunicationsEquip. Manufacturer(SIC 3660)Manufacturing(SIC 3000)Figure 2: Industry Classi�cationsnies to divisions of the economy (e.g., manufacturing,construction, retail trade, etc.). We are investigatingthe possibility of including additionalmapping schemesthat are orthogonal to the SIC scheme.CaseWhen analyzing the WSJ articles, we found that a sin-gle story line frequently spanned multiple cases (i.e., inthe case of the WSJ articles, a case represents a singlearticle appearing in a daily issue). For example, theU.S. - Japan trade summit was occurring during theweek we analyzed WSJ articles. A report of trade sum-mit proceedings appeared on the front page of the WSJduring each day of this week. To capture the temporalprogression of a single story line over multiple cases,we indexed the cases by each other.Future WorkWe plan to expand the Case Explorer in several ways.First, we plan to take advantage of the structure ofissues captured in the causal chain in order to providemore sophisticated remindings. Currently, the remind-ings mechanism in the Case Explorer performs simpleissue matching to locate relevant cases. A more sophis-ticated remindings mechanism could navigate alongthe goal chain to locate potentially relevant cases withsimilar, but not necessarily identical issues.Second, we plan to explore the possibility of in-cluding several orthogonal mappings of company toindustry. The SIC scheme is useful for �nding re-lated cases in the same division of the economy. In-dustry groupings that complement the SIC schememight also be useful. For example, telecommunica-tions service providers and telecommunications equip-ment manufacturers are both a�ected by Judge HaroldGreene's rulings, even though they are classi�ed in dif-ferent divisions of the economy according to the SICscheme (public utilities and manufacturing, respec-tively). In this case, a telecommunications industrygrouping would be useful (see Figure 2) for indexingpurposes.

Qualitative Business CalculusGoal-based reasoning in general and VOTE in partic-ular provide a paradigm for reasoning about decisionsbased on goals and relationships. We have contrastedVOTE with traditional quantitative models such asdecision analysis, pointing out that decision analysisoften relies on knowledge of probability or payo� num-bers that may not in fact be known. A qualitative,goal-based analysis may often be more realistic thanthe comparable quantitative analysis.However, there are still many situations, particularlyin business, in which it is not merely propitious, butadvisable to take the numbers into account. Businessdecisions are full of quantities such as prices, rates,margins, shares, and volume. A robust business de-cision making system needs to be able to handle thenumbers.Rather than create a system which has hundreds ofspecial rules for speci�c situations, we propose the de-velopment of a general qualitative business calculus toreason about business data. This e�ort reects previ-ous AI work in qualitative physics, which resulted insymbolic models of physical phenomena.In this paper, we present our basic motivation andframework for the qualitative business calculus, to-gether with examples. We discuss a computer imple-mentation of the calculus which can perform a rudi-mentary �nancial analysis.Quantitative versus Qualitative ModelsStandard decision theory provides a quantitative ap-proach to decision making [Rai�a, 1968]. Speci�cquantities in the form of payo�s and probabilities areused to arrive at a quantitative expected value. Thedecision maker simply selects the alternative that hasthe highest expected value. Some researchers haveapplied decision theory to AI problems [Hanks, 1990;Holtzman, 1989]. Sycara [Sycara, 1987] has combinedcase-based reasoning with a quantitative utility theory.However, we may observe certain drawbacks to thequantitative approach to decision making through acomparison with AI approaches to the study of physics.The epitome of a quantitative science is physics, whichis replete with precise equations for describing a widerange of physical phenomena such as motion, energy,and electricity.One would expect that such a precise quantita-tive science would lend itself well to computationalmodeling, that is, to produce programs that reasonabout physical phenomena. However, it has turnedout that it is not computationally feasible to createAI programs that do physics. Instead, AI researchershave developed qualitative theories for reasoning about



physics [Forbus, 1985; de Kleer and Brown, 1985].There are several motivations for pursuing a qualita-tive approach.� It is often di�cult to obtain the data required formodeling the necessary states of the world. For ex-ample, we may not know an object's precise mass orvelocity or coe�cient of friction.� It is often computationally infeasible to calculate theanswer. For example, even if we know the exact stateof the world at time T = 0, we may not be able tocompute the state for T = 1 within a reasonableamount of time due to the complexity of the calcu-lations.� A qualitative analysis of a problem is usually logi-cally prior to a quantitative analysis. For example,if we let go of an object, we can be fairly sure that itwill fall to the ground, even if we do not know howlong it will take or what velocity it will achieve.� A qualitative model can serve to prune the compu-tation space of the quantitative approach. The qual-itative analysis can eliminate certain computationsand focus attention on others. In some cases, thequalitative approach may be su�cient.� It is psychologically inappropriate to suggest thatpeople reason about physics in a purely quantitativefashion. By proposing a mixture of qualitative andquantitative reasoning, we can arrive at a model thatis both computationally feasible, and psychologicallysatisfying.Thus, in the �eld of physics for which quantitativereasoning would seem well-suited, AI researchers havediscovered compelling reasons for developing qualita-tive theories. We suggest that a similar argument holdsfor decision making.� It is often di�cult to obtain the data required formodeling the necessary states of the world. For ex-ample, we may not know an outcome's precise payo�or probability.� It is often computationally infeasible to calculate theanswer. For example, an accurate estimation of thebehavior of a complex system, such as the stock mar-ket, requires thousands of probability and payo� es-timates for each security at di�erent points in time.� A qualitative analysis of a decision problem is usu-ally logically prior to a quantitative analysis. Forexample, if we learn of good news for a company, weexpect its stock to go up in value. We may not knowexactly how much the stock will rise or how soon.

Feature Bank One Bank Two Bank ThreeAssets ($Bil) 48.6 31.3 136.2Ratio 1 13.4 10.8 13.3Ratio 2 2.5 6.9 9.8Ratio 3 1.6 1.2 1.8Ratio 4 1.5 0.4 0.7Table 1: Selected Bank Financial Data� A qualitative model can serve to prune the compu-tation space of the quantitative approach. As withphysics, the qualitative analysis can be used to elim-inate certain computations and focus attention onothers. A qualitative analysis may even obviate aquantitative analysis.� It is psychologically inappropriate to suggest thatpeople reason about decisions in a purely quantita-tive fashion. Most decision theory avoids this prob-lem by stating that the quantitative approach is pre-scriptive, rather than descriptive.There are both theoretical and practical reasons forpursuing a qualitative model of business decision mak-ing. Our work with VOTE has demonstrated the com-putational feasibility of a qualitative decision model.However, we recognize that business decisions are oftenpredicated on numerical information, such as prices,revenues, pro�ts, tax rates, interest rates, exchangerates, and market share. It is necessary for a businessdecision making program to handle the numbers.However, it is possible to have a qualitative anal-ysis of quantitative data, as the work in qualitativephysics has demonstrated. We are developing a quali-tative business calculus which permits us to bridge thegap between business statistics and qualitative goalsand beliefs.Consider a simple decision comparing the quality ofthree bank holding companies. For each institution,we may have numerous statistics, such as depicted intable 1. The ratios are as follows.� Ratio 1: (Equity + Reserves) / (Loans + StandbyLetters of Credit).� Ratio 2: (Non-performing Assets) / (Loans + OtherReal Estate Owned)� Ratio 3: (Net Charge O�s) / Loans� Ratio 4: Return on Assets (using Income Before Se-curity Transactions).The question is: which bank is best? The answeris going to depend on several factors. First, we need



Operand 1 Operand 2 + � � =high high high ? high ?high low ? high ? highlow high ? low ? lowlow low low ? low ?Table 2: Qualitative Arithmeticto make sense of these ratios. Is it good to be high orlow? Second, we need to consider the perspective of thedecision maker. An investor, a depositor, a takeoverspecialist, and a regulator may each have a di�erentview.To analyze the ratios, we appeal to basic qualitativearithmetic, as depicted in table 2. The terms high andlow refer to whether we desire the given quantity tobe high or low. For example, in business, we gener-ally want revenues to be high and overhead to be low.Given two high quantities, we prefer the larger. Giventwo low quantities, we choose the smaller.We may use the information in the table to deter-mine preferences for derived quantities. For example,pro�t, which is revenue (high) minus overhead (low),results in a high. This procedure may be applied re-cursively.Other highs would include sales, interest earned, as-sets, equity, volume, market share, and market size.Lows would include costs, interest paid, taxes, taxrates, and bad debts.In our bank data, ratio 3 is a low (Net Charge O�s)divided by a high (Loans), resulting in a low. By thismeasure, we prefer Bank Two's performance.We note that half of the cells in table 2 are unspec-i�ed, as indicated by the question mark. For example,we do not know a priori, if a high divided by a highshould be high or low. In the bank data, ratio 4, returnon assets, is such a quantity: earnings (high) dividedby assets (high). We can resolve the ambiguous ratioby ascribing a relative importance to the underlyingquantities. That is, we can assert that earnings aremore important than assets, resulting in a preferencefor a high return on assets.Importance is the primary means of ranking goals inthe VOTE decision making program [Slade, 1994]. Byincorporating importance into our qualitative calculus,we can provide a principled connection with the deci-sion making model. Using the relationships in table 2together with the ordinal importance of the underlyingquantities, we can perform qualitative assessments ofquantitative data.Furthermore, this approach provides a means to ac-count for the subjective interpretation of the data by

di�erent decision making agents. For example, in thebank data, should reserves be a high or a low? Aninvestor concerned about the amount of capital avail-able for investment would prefer low reserves, whereasa regulator concerned about guaranteeing the safetyand liquidity of the deposits would prefer reserves tobe high.These di�erent perspectives can each be accomo-dated by our qualitative business calculus.Here is a brief transcript from a program which im-plements the qualitative business calculus, and appliesit to the analysis of bank data. We �rst input thedata. Banc One, Bank of Boston, and Chemical Bankare banks 1, 2, and 3, respectively, from table 1.(defvar banc-one-92(make-instance 'bank:bname "Banc One Corp." :bdate "1992"))(set-bank-valbanc-one-92 48.6 13.4 2.5 1.6 1.5)(defvar banc-one-91(make-instance 'bank:bname "Banc One Corp." :bdate "1991"))(set-bank-valbanc-one-91 46.2 13.0 2.6 1.4 1.2)(defvar bank-boston-92(make-instance 'bank:bname "Bank of Boston Corp." :bdate "1992"))(set-bank-valbank-boston-92 31.3 10.8 6.9 1.2 0.4)(defvar bank-boston-91(make-instance 'bank:bname "Bank of Boston Corp." :bdate "1991"))(set-bank-valbank-boston-91 32.7 10.7 8.2 1.5 -0.2)(defvar chemical-bank-92(make-instance 'bank:bname "Chemical Banking Corp." :bdate "1992"))(set-bank-valchemical-bank-92 136.2 13.3 9.8 1.8 0.7)(defvar chemical-bank-91(make-instance 'bank:bname "Chemical Banking Corp." :bdate "1991"))(set-bank-valchemical-bank-91 138.9 11.2 9.6 4.2 0.1)We now can compare bank performance from year toyear from a particular perspective. In this case, wehave a regulator and a depositor.> (compare-banksregulator banc-one-92 banc-one-91)Raw goals for Regulator are:assets: High(A) earnings: High(C) NCO: Low(A)NPS: Low(B) Loans: High(A) OREO: Low(C)Equity: High(C) Reserves: High(B) SLOC: High(C)



Inferring bank-data goals from raw goalsInferred goals for Regulator are:assets: High(A) roa: Low(B) chargeoff: Low(A)nonperforming: Low(A) eqloan: Low(C)Comparing Banc One Corp.(1992)and Banc One Corp.(1991),Applying Strategy: Simple Majority...done.The winner is Banc One Corp.(1991)> (compare-banksdepositor banc-one-92 banc-one-91)Raw goals for Depositor are:assets: High(C) earnings: High(A) NCO: Low(C)NPS: Low(C) Loans: Low(C) OREO: Low(B)Equity: High(A) Reserves: Low(C) SLOC: High(B)Inferring bank-data goals from raw goalsInferred goals for Depositor are:assets: High(C) roa: High(B) chargeoff: High(D)nonperforming: Low(C) eqloan: High(C)Comparing Banc One Corp.(1992)and Banc One Corp.(1991),Applying Strategy: Simple Majority...done.The winner is Banc One Corp.(1992)We can also compare di�erent banks.> (compare-banksdepositor chemical-bank-91 banc-one-92)Raw goals for Depositor are:assets: High(C) earnings: High(A) NCO: Low(C)NPS: Low(C) Loans: Low(C) OREO: Low(B)Equity: High(A) Reserves: Low(C) SLOC: High(B)Inferring bank-data goals from raw goalsInferred goals for Depositor are:assets: High(C) roa: High(B) chargeoff: High(D)nonperforming: Low(C) eqloan: High(C)Comparing Chemical Banking Corp.(1991)and Banc One Corp.(1992),please wait...Applying Strategy: Simple Majority...done.The winner is Banc One Corp.(1992)> (compare-banksregulator chemical-bank-91 banc-one-91)Raw goals for Regulator are:assets: High(A) earnings: High(C) NCO: Low(A)NPS: Low(B) Loans: High(A) OREO: Low(C)Equity: High(C) Reserves: High(B) SLOC: High(C)Inferring bank-data goals from raw goalsInferred goals for Regulator are:assets: High(A) roa: Low(B) chargeoff: Low(A)nonperforming: Low(A) eqloan: Low(C)Comparing Chemical Banking Corp.(1991)and Banc One Corp.(1991),

please wait...Applying Strategy: Simple Majority...done.The winner is Chemical Banking Corp.(1991)Belief Representation: An Alternativeto TruthThe VOTE decision making model is driven primar-ily by goals. Modeling economic decisions seems torequire an additional capability of reasoning about be-liefs. For example, an investor may want interest ratesto go down, but believes that rates will actually go up.A program that simulates economic decisions must beable to cope with the di�erences between goals andbeliefs.Philosophers and logicians have wrestled over theyears with ways to represent knowledge and truth. AIresearchers have developed mathematical techniquesfor handling certain and uncertain propositions. Abel-son (1979) describes seven features that served to con-trast belief and knowledge systems.In this paper, we propose a uni�ed representation ofbelief and knowledge that addresses some of the short-comings of traditional logical or probabilistic represen-tation systems, as well as the points raised by Abelson.The proposed belief representation is complementaryto the goal representation used in VOTE.Belief and KnowledgeAbelson [Abelson, 1979] proposes seven features forcontrasting belief and knowledge systems. We illus-trate each feature in a business context.� The elements of a belief system are not consensual.A basic business transaction has both a buyer and aseller. These two agents should have di�ering beliefsabout the value of the goods.� Belief systems are in part concerned with the ex-istence or nonexistence of certain conceptual enti-ties. Abelson refers to religion, but investors seemto place faith in free enterprise or the free market.� Belief systems often include representations of \al-ternative worlds." Economists often postulate ideal-ized situations in which agents possess perfect infor-mation and there are no transaction costs.� Belief systems rely heavily on evaluative and a�ec-tive components. Some things are good and somethings are bad. Low interest rates are good. Hightax rates are bad. At least that is what most peopleseem to believe.� Belief systems are likely to include a substantialamount of episodic material. The crash of 1987 or



the arrest of Michael Milkin are likely to a�ect in-vestors' beliefs about the stability of the stock mar-ket or inside trading.� The content set to be included in a belief system isusually highly \open." Abelson points out that be-liefs are subject to unconstrained inference. Thus,a belief that high tax rates are bad would have toweigh the personal bene�ts gained with the problemsassociated with lower government revenues. The lat-ter could lead to higher federal de�cits, lower spend-ing, increased crime, and so forth.� Beliefs can be held with varying degrees of certitude.The passion or conviction accorded a belief can vary.An investor may feel more certain that tax rates willremain stable, than interest rates are going up, orvice versa.Beliefs are the building blocks of decisions. TheVOTE program used goals as the controlling mech-anism for decision making, however, those goals wereimplicitly the result of beliefs. The role of beliefs can bemade explicit by stepping back from decision makingand looking at the complementary task of persuasion.PersuasionSchank and Abelson (1977) discuss interpersonal plan-ning strategies, such as having someone perform a ser-vice for you, or provide you with information, or con-trol of an object, or the authority to perform some act.Generally viewed, these are instances of someone de-voting resources to achieve an adopted goal. Schankand Abelson o�er a set of speci�c plans (termed \thepersuade package") for getting someone else to act onyour behalf.We may view persuasion as the task of one agent con-vincing another agent to make a decision. Persuasionmay be considered as decision making once removed.In business, sales is an example of persuasion. Theagent tries to convince the client to buy a product orservice.Goal adoption is one part of the process of persua-sion. Below we present several persuasion methodsthat are consistent with our underlying model of deci-sion making.� Establish or increase the importance of the relation-ship. As the importance of the relationship in-creases, so will the relative importance of adoptedgoals. The salesman may take the client out to din-ner.� Emphasize the positive consequences of the desiredaction, or the negative consequences of failure. The

salesman may provide the client with reasons forbuying a product.� Establish or increase the importance of preferencesthat match the consequences of the desired action.The salesman may argue that other important col-leagues of the client share his values and concerns,or that the client's previous decisions are consistentwith the salesman's point of view.� Provide a suitable explanation to justify the desiredaction or to counter the alternative position. The ex-planation must address the concerns of groups ad-versely a�ected by the choice. We have identi�eda number of explanation strategies for the politicaldomain [Slade, 1991d]. Often VOTE can providejusti�cations for both sides of a given bill.We note that these methods of persuasion assume aworld of incomplete or inexact knowledge. That is, noagent has complete knowledge of all possible outcomes.Persuasion is a process by which one agent selectivelyalters the decision maker's beliefs to inuence a deci-sion or action.We propose a system in which beliefs are representedsimilarly to goal stances in VOTE. That is, a beliefmay be held to be PRO or CON (true or false) at someordinal level of certainty, e.g., A, B, C, or D. Beliefsmay lead to other beliefs or to goals. In this system,knowledge is simply belief held with great conviction,i.e., the A level.The following rules for ascribing certainty illustratesome of the types of inferences about beliefs.� A-level inferences.Perceptions. First-hand experience is preferred tosecond-hand accounts. Due diligence often requirespersonal visits.Past vs. Future. Events that have transpired aremore reliable than events in the future. We knowyesterday's stock prices. We can only predict to-morrow's.� B-level inferences.Reliable sources. Prefer second-hand accounts fromtrustworthy sources (The New York Times, a priest)over unreliable sources (The National Enquirer, afelon).Causal Consistency. Prefer beliefs that are causallyconsistent and do not conict with other beliefs. Wemay believe that the Fed controls interest rates, butnot that Elvis controls interest rates.Volitional Consistency. When a belief reects anagent's volitional action, we prefer a belief which is



consistent with an agent's goals. We question a storyabout a software company that gives away its prod-uct for free, until we learn that their goal is to in-crease market share for future upgrades and relatedproducts.� C-level inferences.Skepticism. Question stories whose source stands togain from other people's acceptance. A stock brokerwho denies his guilt of insider trader is less crediblethan one who admits his guilt.We now consider a speci�c story from the March 9,1994Wall Street Journal \Power Play: New ComputerChip Hits Desktop Market With Intel in Its Sights."Next Monday, Apple Computer Inc. will �re the�rst salvo in a multisided battle for the heart, souland pro�ts of the burgeoning personal-computerindustry.Apple will introduce a powerful line of Macintoshmachines built around a new kind of micropro-cessor (the brains of a computer) called the Pow-erPC. International Business Machines Corp. hasallied with Apple, and will introduce its own Pow-erPC line this summer. The world's two biggestpersonal-computer makers and another ally, chip-maker Motorola Inc., have spent billions of dollarsdeveloping the PowerPC or enhanced operatingsystems for it, all with the aim of breaking up thelucrative hegemony of Intel Corp. and MicrosoftCorp.This story presents facts, opinions, and predictions.The basic question is: will the PowerPC be successful?Related questions include: how will the PowerPC a�ectApple, IBM, Motorola, Intel, and Microsoft? Should acompany or individual purchase a PowerPC computer?Here are some quotes from the article.� Robert Corrigan [president of the IBM PersonalComputer Co.] has doubts about the PowerPC. Hebelieves Intel will keep churning out chips that runthe vast universe of PC software \better than every-one else." PowerPC \isn't going to easily usurp thatspace."� Robert W. Stearns [of Compaq Computer] says thePowerPC allies \are smoking dope. There's no wayit's going to work."� The most likely near-term e�ect is to be an outbreakof price wars among the makers of very powerfulmicroprocessors and personal computers.

� The biggest and only sure winner is the computeruser.� \I welcome the price wars," says Ian W. Diery[of Apple], who vows to keep Macintosh PowerPCs\more than $200" below computers running on In-tel's most powerful line of microprocessors.� O�cials at Apple say the PowerPC �nally gives itroom to consistently o�er prices for Macs belowthose for comparable Intel-based machines.� On Monday, Intel introduced new versions of thePentium that are 50% faster than the �rst genera-tion, and slightly faster than the PowerPC line.� Andrew Grove, Intel's feisty CEO, says he is evengrateful to the PowerPC alliance for making his com-pany more aggressive. \Things like PowerPC don'tlet you sit on your" rear end, he says.Apple, Intel, and the other companies involved areengaged in persuasion. The process of digesting thevarious statements and assertions should not result insimple truth values or even probabilities, such as \It is45% certain that the PowerPC will help Apple increasemarket share."The result should be a complex knowledge structurelinking together the statements, goals, and relation-ships of the various players. Using our rules for A, B,and C-level inferences, we can rank the credibility ofthe statements, though we will likely fail to arrive at asimple, consistent conclusion.We maintain that this knowledge structure has farmore information than can be conveyed by a simpleprobability. Furthermore, this knowledge structurealso provides information about the goals of the agents,and such knowledge is useful on its own.We need to represent beliefs in su�cient complex-ity to capture the meaningful information about goalsand certainty, while maintaining su�cient simplicity toguarantee computational tractability.ConclusionWe have briey described three research projects: aninventory of goals and beliefs, a qualitative calculusfor reasoning about business statistics, and a systemfor representing beliefs.These projects are not unrelated. Reasoning aboutbeliefs can lead to goal development. Understandingthe imporance of standard business goals can resolveambiguities in the interpretation of business data.Our unifying objective is the simulation of businessdecisions. We believe that these three projects lie onthe critical path.
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